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. Introduction

A domino risk can be described by the potential for an escalating
nteraction between groups of chemical installations in the event
f an accident at one of the installations. For the interested reader,
eniers [1] provides an overview of domino effect definitions. To
ender the reader with a notion of what constitutes a domino effect
n relation with the research described in this paper, the definition
iven by Delvosalle [2] can be used, which is formulated as “a cas-
ade of accidents in which the consequences of a previous accident are
ncreased by the following one(s), spatially as well as temporally, lead-
ng to a major accident”. A domino effect therefore implies a primary
ccident concerning a primary installation, inducing one or more
econdary accident(s). The latter accident(s) concern either the pri-
ary installation (i.e. a temporary domino effect) or a secondary

nstallation (i.e. a spatial domino effect). These secondary accidents
an have their origin inside or outside the boundaries of the initiat-

ng plant. The former type of accident refers to an internal domino
ffect, the latter type of accident refers to an external domino effect.
ince domino effects can have cross-company implications, it is

∗ Corresponding author at: Antwerp Research Group on Safety and Security
ARGoSS), University of Antwerp, Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium.
el.: +32 32204182.

E-mail address: Genserik.reniers@ua.ac.be (G. Reniers).

304-3894/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jhazmat.2012.01.004
obviously in the interest of adjacent chemical plants to invest in
cross-corporation preventive measures. A domino risk is charac-
terized by extremely small probabilities combined with extremely
devastating consequences (be they financial, infrastructural and/or
human).

In general, three types of accidents can be discerned:

(i) Type I: accidents where a lot of historical data is available;
(ii) Type II: accidents where little or extremely little historical data

is available;
(iii) Type III: accidents where no historical data is available.

Consequences of type I accidents mainly relate to individ-
ual employees (e.g. most work related accidents), whereas the
outcome of type II accidents may  affect a plant within an orga-
nization or large parts thereof (e.g. large explosions, domino
effects). For this sort of accidents the reader is referred to Lees
[3], Wells [4],  Kletz [5,6], Atherton and Gil [7],  Reniers [8].  Type
III accidents have an unprecedented and unseen impact upon
the entire organization and upon society (e.g. the 1986 Cher-
nobyl nuclear disaster, the 2010 BP Deepwater Horizon disaster,

etc.).

Most internal and external domino effects belong to Type II
accidents; nonetheless some external domino effects may even
be categorized as Type III accidents (such as e.g. the 1985 Mexico

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2012.01.004
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:Genserik.reniers@ua.ac.be
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2012.01.004
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ity disaster and the 2005 Buncefield disaster1). Obviously, such
ccidents cannot be treated in the same way as Type I accidents.
here is simply not enough information available to use regular risk
anagement techniques for completely controlling these complex
ajor risks. Moreover, even if all information could become avail-

ble (which would be a theoretical assumption), risks can become
ontrolled indeed, but not eliminated. Accidents displaying char-
cteristics of very large consequences with very low probability
alues, still can become realized, and full protection is therefore
eeded in such case. Hence, due to the possibly very high conse-
uences, such accidents should be avoided and prevented at all
imes and at any cost.

It is obvious that collaboration between adjacent plants to pre-
ent (internal and external) domino effects in a chemical industrial
luster could save many lives and could avoid possibly huge acci-
ent costs. Conceptualizing how such preventive collaboration can
e stimulated in real industrial practice (and implemented by par-
icipating companies) is the research problem at hand in this article.

e therefore describe the process during which neighboring chem-
cal companies have to decide whether or not to invest in measures
hat prevent domino-effects from happening. The purpose of this
aper is then to establish a collaboration model based on game-
heoretical insights. This model should enable chemical plants to
luster their investments in domino-accident prevention measures
n order to decrease internal and external domino risks within an
ndustrial area.

Next to avoiding domino accidents and their disastrous losses,
n additional incentive for chemical plants to cooperate and to
ointly invest in prevention measures are possible collaboration
enefits. These benefits could for instance arise from a joint

nvestment in cross-company prevention measures, a joint risk
ssessment, joint emergency and training sessions, cutting redun-
ancies, etc. Due to the rapid development of complex chemical
echnology, there is a continuous growth of ever more com-
lex installations. This increasing complexity as well as increasing
ompetition leads to more extreme and critical process condi-
ions which in turn result in an enhancement of the severity of
omino effects [9].  Moreover, the growing density of chemical
lants in a cluster increases prevention managers’ awareness of
he importance of investing in external domino effect preven-
ion measures. However, according to Reniers [1],  little attention
as been paid to this type of accidents in current industrial prac-
ices due to several reasons: (i) prevention management (deciding
bout the company prevention budget) perceives the probabil-
ty that an external domino effect might occur as too unlikely to
nvest in highly specific cross-plant prevention measures (which
an actually be seen as denying the existence of Type II and
ype III accidents); (ii) prevention managers are not inclined
o jointly carry out domino effect risk analysis techniques and
o jointly decide on precaution investments (due to practical
nd cultural difficulties and dissimilarities); (iii) external domino
ffects involve several installations in several chemical plants, and
herefore financial information from different plants is needed
o investigate prevention investment decisions. Chemical plant

op- and middle management is however not inclined to dis-
ribute confidential financial information among other chemical
lants.

1 It should be noted that accidents of a similar type or nature took place prior in
ime to the mentioned accidents of Buncefield and Mexico City. Nonetheless, we
elieve that the sheer scale of the consequences of accidents such as Buncefield,
exico City, and for example also Chernobyl, Deepwater Horizon and the 9/11 ter-

orist attacks, surpassed the imagination of what was believed to be realistic at the
ime  of their occurring, and therefore, that these accidents may  be classified as type
II.  However, this interpretation may  be subject to debate.
aterials 209– 210 (2012) 164– 176 165

As a result, current industrial practices show that chemical
plants are not urged to invest in external domino effect prevention
measures more than legally required. Nonetheless, being a Type II
or Type III accident, a domino effect might not happen for the next
1,000,000 years, or it might happen tomorrow. If it would happen
tomorrow, an unprepared organization might be driven out of busi-
ness. It is thus essential to take the necessary precaution measures
in the most cost-efficient and the most effective way. In this paper,
analogously to Pavlova and Reniers [10], we suggest to use an inde-
pendent supra-plant body to implement the model in a chemical
cluster. The primary purpose of such supra-plant body or so-called
Multi-Plant Council is to overcome confidentiality issues. To this
end, the Multi-Plant Council is divided into two parts. A first part
consists of plant representatives who mainly have a counselling
function, formulating recommendations as a result of brainstorm-
ing sessions. The second part consists of independent and external
consultants who  are responsible for gathering, assessing and ana-
lyzing all relevant and confidential financial risk information from
the chemical plants in the cluster. Such independent consultants
can be e.g. experienced (operational and financial) risk analysts. By
dividing the Multi-Plant Council into two parts, a balance between
confidentiality and data information is targeted. Fig. 1 illustrates
the different parts of the Multi-Plant Council. The interested reader
is referred to Reniers [8,11].

An example of confidential information could be any type of
financial information. This information, together with other types
of information and data, can be used as input for the Multi-plant
Collaboration Model (MCM)  which is elaborated and explained in
this paper. This model’s primary objective is thus to achieve the
best possible form of cooperation among the chemical plants in
the cluster by means of the Multi-Plant Council.

We distinguish three types of cooperation regarding an invest-
ment in cross-company prevention measures. First, a cluster
composed of chemical plants can fully cooperate, that is, all chem-
ical plants in the cluster decide to invest in external domino effect
prevention measures. Second, at least two, but not all, chemical
plants belonging to the industrial area decide to cooperate and to
invest in cross-plant precaution. Third, there is no cooperation at
all regarding precaution investment in a chemical industrial park.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
the use of game theoretical concepts in an industrial area com-
posed of chemical plants. Section 3 describes the methodology of
the Multi-plant Collaboration Model in more detail. This model is
then demonstrated by illustrative examples in Section 4. Section
5 discusses the findings, and Section 6 concludes this article and
provides recommendations and suggestions for future research.

2. Game theory used in chemical clusters

Game theory is the theory of independent and interdependent
decision making. Games of strategy are games involving two or
more players, not including nature, each of whom has partial con-
trol over the outcomes. More precisely, a strategic game is one in
which a single decision is made by each player, and each player
has no knowledge of the decision made by the other players before
making their own  decision. Such games are referred to as simul-
taneous decision games because any actual order in which the
decisions are made is irrelevant.

To describe the strategic game 〈N, (Si), (ui)〉, the following param-
eters need to be specified:
(i) the set of players, indexed by i ∈ {1, 2, . . .,  N};
(ii) a pure strategy set, St, for each player;

(iii) payoffs ui for each player i for every possible combination of
pure strategies used by all players.
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Fig. 1. Constitution o
ource: Reniers [8].

We  further specify the following definitions.

efinition 1. A strategy is a rule for choosing an action at every
oint that a decision might have to be made. A pure strategy is one

n which there is no randomization.

efinition 2. A given preference relation on the set of action pro-
les of player i in a strategic game can be represented by a payoff

unction ui : ×N
i=1Si → R (also called a utility function), in the sense

hat ui(a) ≥ ui(b) whenever a is preferred to b. We  refer to values of
uch a function as payoffs (or utilities).

To keep the notation simple in this section (which purpose is
erely to explain notions on game theory), we will concentrate

n two-player games. Games with more than two  players can be
escribed similarly. In the two-player case, it is conventional to put
he strategy of player 1 first and player 2 second so that the payoffs
o player i are written ui(s1, s2), for any s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2.

It is worth to note that we will focus mainly on finding the
olution to the game in pure strategies.

A solution of a game is a (not necessarily unique) pair of strate-
ies that a rational pair of players might use. Solutions can be
enoted by enclosing a strategy pair within brackets, such as (s1,
2) in a two player game for instance. A solution is a systematic
escription of the outcomes that may  emerge in a family of games.

n strategic games the notion of solution captures a steady state of
he play, in which each player holds the correct expectation about
he other players’ behavior and acts rationally.

It is reasonable to start solving games by eliminating poor strate-
ies for each player by using the so-called dominance principle.

efinition 3. A strategy for player 1, s1, is dominated by strategy
′
1 if for any s2 ∈ S2

1(s′
1, s2) ≥ u1(s1, s2),

nd there exists such s′
2 ∈ S2 that

i(s
′
1, s′

2) > ui(s1, s′
2).

That is, whatever player 2 does, player 1 is always better off using
′
1 rather than s1. Similarly, we identify domination for player 2.

Some matrix games can be solved by the method of the elimi-
ation of dominated strategies.
To do so, we have to assume that:

(i) The players are rational;
(ii) The players all know that the other players are rational;
Multi-Plant Council.

iii) The players all know that the other players know that they are
rational;

(iv) . . . (in principle) ad infinitum.

Furthermore, the concept of a Nash equilibrium can be defined.

Definition 4. A Nash equilibrium (for two player games) is a pair
of strategies (s∗

1, s∗
2) such that

u1(s∗
1, s∗

2) ≥ u1(s1, s∗
2) ∀s1 ∈ S1

and

u2(s∗
1, s∗

2) ≥ u2(s∗
1, s2) ∀s2 ∈ S2.

In other words, given the strategy adopted by the other player,
neither player could do strictly better (i.e. increase their payoff) by
adopting another strategy. Nash equilibrium strategies are the best
responses to each other.

The goal of this paper is to develop a model stimulating coop-
eration between two or more competing companies, leading to
cross-plant precaution investments. Due to the interdependence of
plants’ strategy choices, collaboration benefits can be realized sim-
ply by gathering cross-plant information, processing it, and based
on the calculations financially stimulating precaution cooperation
within a chemical industrial area.

As already mentioned, in current industrial practice, on the one
hand chemical plants in a cluster are not inclined to cooperate
regarding external domino effect prevention measures, among oth-
ers due to trust and confidentiality issues. Nonetheless, on the other
hand external domino effects can only truly be minimized through
collaboration between adjacent companies. The Multi-plant Collab-
oration Model that we  envision therefore facilitates and stimulates
cooperation among chemical plants by means of an independent
supra-plant initiative and by using game theory. A collaboration
model should take into account information from different compa-
nies at once and should consider different strategic collaboration
options, in order to advise on optimized collaboration benefits.

In the MCM  model, the players obviously are chemical plants
and the utility functions are cost functions. Furthermore, compa-
nies have a discrete strategy, Si, that can take as values either I or
NI, representing investing in external domino effects prevention
(I) and not investing in external domino effects prevention (NI),

respectively. In this article, we define a domino accident risk as
the product of the probability of a domino event over a certain
time interval (year) and the damage expressed in financial units
(Euro). Hence, domino accident risks, and also domino prevention
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nvestment costs, are expressed in Euro per year.2 Since the instal-
ations’ lifetimes are thus factors to be taken into account when

aking a domino effect prevention decision, we  assume that all
hemical installations to be protected have still a minimum lifetime
f at least one year (that is, at the time of making an invest-or-not
ecision). This is a reasonable assumption, since chemical installa-
ions, storage tanks, etc. in general are designed to have an average
ifespan of at least several years, up to 10 years and more, depending
n e.g. maintenance and other factors.

The cost functions used in the Multi-plant Collaboration Model
re composed analogously to the model proposed by Reniers et al.
12]. Consider n chemical companies composing a chemical cluster
n}. Let the companies be indexed by i. Every company is charac-
erized by:

(i) internal (Pi,) as well as external (Pj) domino accident proba-
bilities that take into account the quantitative likelihood that
a domino effect occurs. Internal domino accident probabili-
ties take into account the likelihood of the occurrence of a
domino effect that is initiated within plant i and only causes
damage to installations and infrastructure in plant i. Exter-
nal domino accident probabilities, in turn, take into account
the likelihood that a domino effect is initiated within plant i
and causes damage within and outside the boundaries of the
initiating company.

(ii) the potential losses (Li) that are at stake in case a domino
effect takes place. It is assumed that a domino effect is com-
pletely effective and destroys the entire company i. This is a
very drastic assumption. In reality there will be a distribution
of damages. For the sake of the argument the largest Expected
Annual Loss, EAL, the product of likelihood and damage of each
plant may  for example be considered.

iii) the investment in domino effects prevention at a cost Ci which
leads for company i to avoidance of direct loss with certainty
(it should be noted that Ci can thus be interpreted as a ‘hypo-
thetical benefit’ of avoiding domino effects by investments in
prevention). The model is conceptualized such that a company
who has invested in domino effects prevention cannot cause
an indirect impact on others.

If company i incurs a direct loss (by choosing not to invest),
hen this may  also affect other companies’ outcomes. If company

 does not incur a direct loss then it will have no negative impact
n other companies. The loss to other companies (caused by exter-
al domino effects) is considered as ‘an indirect impact’. The latter

mplies that a company’s investment cost is dependent on the strat-
gy choices of the other chemical plants. Therefore, if every other
ompany than company i invests in domino effects prevention, then
ompany i cannot suffer indirect impacts (that is, impacts from
ther companies). Let the companies in the chemical sub-cluster
y} be the only ones from the chemical cluster {n} investing in
omino effects prevention (y ≤ n).

Assume that all companies n in the chemical cluster invest
n domino effects prevention (in such case is y = n). In that case,
he investment costs of all companies n are Ci since both the
nternal and external domino accident probabilities reduce to
ero. Otherwise, assume that not all chemical companies belong-
ng to the cluster invest in domino effects prevention. Then, the

xpected cost of indirect impacts (consequences) to company

 imposed by companies who do not invest in domino effects
revention is

∏
j /=  i,j∈{n/y}(1 − Pj) · Li, whereby ‘

∏
’ refers to the

2 It should be noted that the required subsidies and/or taxes which can be deter-
ined to influence the collaborative prevention decision (see Section 4), are also

xpressed in Euro per year.
aterials 209– 210 (2012) 164– 176 167

summation of all indirect impacts caused by non-investing com-
panies other than company i. Furthermore, the total expected
investment cost of company i is dependent on its own strat-
egy choice. On the one hand, if company i decides to invest in
domino effects prevention when not all companies decide to invest
as well, its total investment cost is Ci +

∏
j /=  i,j∈{n/y}(1 − Pj) · Li. On

the other hand, if company i decides not to invest in domino
effects prevention in the situation of some companies not invest-
ing in domino effects precautions, its total investment cost
is PiLi

∏
j /= i,j∈{n/y}(1 − Pj) +

∑
j  /=  i,j∈{n/y}(Pji ·

∏
k /=  i,k∈{n/y}(1 − Pki) ·],

(1 − Pi) · Li). Hence, direct (internal) domino effects (the first term
in the latter expression) are conditioned on the non-occurrence of
indirect losses (i.e. (1 − Pj)). Indirect effects (the second term in the
latter expression) are conditioned on direct losses not occurring
(i.e. (1 − Pi)). These conditions result from the fact that a chemical
installation can only explode or be destroyed once or that internal
and external domino effects do not originate at the same time.

Furthermore, if a chemical company within a chemical cluster
{n} decides to invest in domino effects prevention, the expected
indirect loss within the industrial park decreases. After all, every
non-investing plant adds an additional domino risk to the cluster,
and therefore an additional (implicit) cost on the total investment
cost of the other plants situated in the cluster. This implies that
collaboration benefits increase as the number of investing plants
increases. A maximization of collaboration benefits, however, does
not necessarily entail that the total investment costs of the individ-
ual plants is minimized.

Since the illustrative example in Section 4 employs a chemical
cluster consisting of 5 companies (Plant A, Plant B, Plant C, Plant D,
Plant E), Table 1 provides an overview of the various theoretical cost
functions of Plant A in all possible strategic situations.3

3. Developing the Multi-plant Collaboration Model

The Multi-plant Collaboration Model to be developed should
analyze whether collaboration is beneficial (in financial terms)
and the outcome of the model, when showing a benefit, should
stimulate cooperation or should have the potential to do so. In
order to establish such a model that may  stimulate cooperation
among chemical plants, it is necessary to distinguish and define
the various responsibilities of the stakeholders. First, the number of
chemical plants in the cluster needs to be determined. Second, the
plant representatives (e.g. prevention managers, financial analysts,
top-management) should determine some important parameters
(e.g. potential losses, direct investment costs, internal and exter-
nal domino accident probabilities) to provide the MPC  with the
required information such that it is able to calculate the different
cost functions.

This is a necessary step for the model, since only if all required
confidential financial and operational information from all chem-
ical plants in the cluster is delivered to the Multi-Plant Council
Data Administration, it is possible for the independent experts of
the MPC  Data Administration to draw aggregated conclusions. The
costs for company i as a consequence of non-investing plants (other
than i) in the cluster cannot be calculated by a single plant i since the
strategy choices of the other plants are uncertain and not known
by that particular plant i.

The MPC  is able to calculate collaboration benefits by deter-

mining the difference between the To-Be situation (i.e. cross-plant
prevention investment costs following collaboration benefits
obtained by applying the Multi-plant Collaboration Model) and the

3 A strategic situation is defined as a simultaneous strategy selection, one for each
plant. Each strategic situation results in a different pay-off or investment cost for
each player.
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Table  1
Cost functions of Plant A in a 5 plant chemical cluster.

Strategic situation Cost functions of Plant A
(A, B, C, D, E)

(I, I, I, I, I) CA

(I, I, I, I, NI) CA + PE,ALA

(I, I, I, NI,  I) CA + PD,ALA

(I, I, NI,  I, I) CA + PC,ALA

(I, NI,  I, I, I) CA + PB,ALA

(I, I, I, NI,  NI)  CA + PD,ALA(1 − PE,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PD,A)
(I,  I, NI,  I, NI) CA + PC,ALA(1 − PE,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PC,A)
(I,  NI,  I, I, NI) CA + PB,ALA(1 − PE,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)
(I,  I, NI,  NI,  I) CA + PC,ALA(1 − PD,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PC,A)
(I,  NI,  I, NI,  I) CA + PB,ALA(1 − PD,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PB,A)
(I,  NI,  NI,  I, I) CA + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PB,A)
(I,  I, NI,  NI,  NI)  CA + PC,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PE,A)(1 − PC,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)
(I,  NI,  I, NI,  NI) CA + PB,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PE,A)(1 − PB,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PD,A)
(I,  NI,  NI,  I, NI)  CA + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PE,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PE,A)(1 − PB,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)
(I,  NI,  NI,  NI,  I) CA + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PB,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)
(I,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)  CA + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PE,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)
(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI) PA,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A)

(1  − PA,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  I) PA,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  NI,  NI,  I, NI)  PA,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PE,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  NI,  I, NI,  NI)  PA,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  I, NI,  NI,  NI) PA,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  NI,  NI,  I, I) PA,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PC,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PA,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  NI,  I, NI,  I) PA,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PD,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  I, NI,  NI,  I) PA,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PD,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  NI,  I, I, NI)  PA,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PE,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PB,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  I, NI,  I, NI)  PA,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PE,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PC,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  I, I, NI,  NI)  PA,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PE,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PE,A)(1 − PA,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PD,A)(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  NI,  I, I, I) PA,ALA(1 − PB,A) + PB,ALA(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  I, NI,  I, I) PA,ALA(1 − PC,A) + PC,ALA(1 − PA,A)
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(NI,  I, I, NI,  I) PA,ALA(1 − PD,A) + PD,ALA(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  I, I, I, NI)  PA,ALA(1 − PE,A) + PE,ALA(1 − PA,A)
(NI,  I, I, I, I) PA,ALA

s-Is-situation (i.e. cross-plant precaution investment costs as they
re today and without collaboration benefits).

The investment costs for the chemical plants in the As-Is situa-
ion depends on the criteria and perceptions on which company
revention management bases its current prevention strategy
hoice. One consequently needs to determine what are the crite-
ia and perceptions on which prevention managers currently base
heir cross-plant prevention investment decisions on. We  refer to
hese criteria and perceptions as the ‘decision factors’ for company
revention management.

The human mind deals with uncertainty, risks and decisions by
esorting to a set of heuristics [13]. A heuristic is a sort of men-
al shortcut that in man’s simpler, hunter-gatherer times probably
ufficed for a variety of situations, and still does today. A related
oncept is bias, that is, a tendency to think and behave in a way
hat interferes with rationality and impartiality. In this paper, we
ry to take into account the biases of prevention management and
se them to obtain an idea of the mind-heuristic that is being used
y decision-makers to decide on cross-plant precautions.

Furthermore, we assume decision-makers to be risk-neutral and
hus, their risk attitude will have a certainty equivalent equal to
he expected value of an outcome. From this, we assume that the
tility of a certain strategy (I or NI)  is linearly proportional to its
ost. Eq. (1) indicates how theoretically identical chemical plants
n an industrial area can determine their annual investment cost in
revention measures in any strategic situation.

ui(I) = Ci + (n − (q + 1)) · PjLi · ((1 − Pj)
(n−q−2))

ui(NI) = PiLi(1 − Pj)
(n−(q+1)) + (n − (q + 1)) · PjLi · (1 − Pi)((1 − Pj)

(n−q−2))
(1)
We derive two equations since a plant can still choose two
trategies regardless of the strategy choices of the other plants. The
rst equation is used in case a plant decides to invest. The second
quation is used in case a plant decides not to invest. Although these
equations only hold for a homogeneous chemical cluster (i.e. a clus-
ter composed of n identical chemical plants), the decision factors
are applicable to both a homogeneous and a heterogeneous (i.e. a
cluster composed of n chemical plants which are not all identical)
chemical cluster, since they actually relate to perceptions by indi-
viduals (and it does not make a difference in this context whether
the adjacent plant is identical or not).

In the equations, ui(I) and ui(NI) connote the negative pay-off or
annual investment cost for plant i dependent on its strategy choice
(either Invest or Not Invest)  as well as the strategy choices of the
other plants. Furthermore, we  propose the use of the n-value and
the q-value. The former indicates the total number of plants partic-
ipating in the chemical cluster, the latter indicates the total number
of plants deciding to invest next to Plant i (0 ≤ q ≤ (n − 1)).

Next, we  determine the decision factors for prevention man-
agement by using these equations. First, we  assume that prevention
management perceives the probability of an external domino effect
to be much lower than the probability of an internal domino effect.
Since the latter (internal domino effect) already is perceived as
extremely low, there are – at best – obviously insufficient preven-
tion investments for such accidents. Thus, prevention management
approximates Pj by zero in its perception. Therefore,{

ui(I) ≈ Ci

ui(NI)  ≈ PiLi

(2)

The latter equations show in a simplified way the decision
factors for prevention management. The reader should be aware
that neither internal or external domino accident probabilities

nor the common terms in Eq. (1) are negligible in real industrial
practice, but that these approximations follow from individuals’
perceptions. Eq. (2) shows that the decision to invest or not in cross-
company prevention from a prevention managers’ point of view is
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olely dependent on whether or not it is cheaper to either invest
n domino prevention measures (and pay an investment cost Ci) or
ot (and risk a cost resulting from an internal domino effect, that is,
iLi). A chemical plant will therefore invest in prevention measures
f Ci ≤ PiLi and will decide not to invest in case Ci > Pi,Li. Finally, it is
ssential to note that expressions (2) show that the deduced deci-
ion factors are also applicable to a heterogeneous cluster. These
ecision factors serve as important background knowledge for the
ulti-plant Collaboration Model.
The investment costs for the various chemical plants in the As-

s situation are compared by MCM  with the investment costs in
he To-Be situation. The To-Be investment costs are simulated by
he supra-plant body. The investment costs in the To-Be situa-
ion are those in which the total investment costs of the cluster
re minimized. This way, the collaboration benefits are maximized
ompared to the As-Is situation (where there may  be collabora-
ion benefits present, but no optimization is guaranteed). It should
e noted that most probably in real industrial practice collabora-
ion benefits are not at all maximized. A chemical plant obviously
wins’ in case its precaution investment cost in the To-Be situation
re lower than its precaution investment cost in the As-Is situa-
ion. A chemical plant facing a lower investment cost in the As-Is
ituation compared to the To-Be situation, obviously faces a deficit.
n a chemical cluster, a plant should never lose as a consequence
f cooperation. The MPC  Data Administration therefore needs to
se the surpluses to compensate the deficits so that no plant

ndividually loses compared to the As-Is situation. The remaining
ollaboration benefits can then be linearly divided over the various
lants belonging to the cluster. The individual investment costs are
hen again compared to the As-Is situation and the cooperation type
full-, partial- or no cooperation) of the cluster is determined. The

CM  does not rely on external incentives such as subsidies or taxes
r insurance fee incentives (possibly provided by authorities or by
nsurance companies, respectively) to stimulate cooperation.4 The
uggested Multi-plant Collaboration Model is thus an autonomous
odel stimulating cooperation among chemical plants in a cluster

olely by means of distributing the collaboration benefits. For this
eason, it is not possible in every situation to stimulate cooperation
y means of the proposed model. Some situations do require finan-
ial interference external to the cluster. To illustrate the model’s
pplicability, the next section gives examples of different cluster
ituations.

The starting point of the analysis by the MPC is to investigate
he strategic situation occurring when no supra-plant body would
e present in the chemical cluster. As indicated before, we  assume

n this research that company prevention management bases its
ecision whether or not to invest in external domino prevention
easures basically on the difference between the direct investment

ost and the internal domino effect costs they face in case they do
ot invest.

We therefore distinguish four situations in the Multi-plant Col-
aboration Model:

(i) It is for every plant in the cluster less costly to invest in pre-
vention measures than to risk an internal domino effect;

(ii) It is for some plants (but not for all of them) less costly to invest
in prevention measures than to risk an internal domino effect.

However, the collaboration benefits of the chemical cluster are
maximized in a strategic situation where all plants invest in
domino effect prevention (we call this “full cooperation”);

4 The MPC  obviously needs to have an internal working budget for its base cost of
xistence (man hours, office, etc.), but we assume that there is no external ‘incen-
ive budget’ available that can be used by the MPC  to stimulate domino prevention
ollaboration between companies.
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iii) It is for some plants (but not for all of them) less costly to
invest in domino prevention measures than to risk the costs
and probabilities of an internal domino effect. However, a sit-
uation where all plants fully cooperate with regard to domino
effect prevention does not maximize the collaboration bene-
fits of the chemical cluster (this can lead to a situation of full
cooperation or of partial cooperation);

(iv) It is for every plant in the cluster more expensive to invest in
prevention measures than to risk the costs and probabilities of
an internal domino effect.

The implications and the resulting type of cooperation of these
situations are illustrated in the next section.

4. Illustrative examples

In this section, the simplicity, user-friendliness and usefulness
as well as the limitations of the MCM  are illustrated by means of
four examples. In these examples, we  assume a chemical cluster
composed of five heterogeneous chemical plants (Plant A, Plant B,
Plant C, Plant D and Plant E) with each specific required param-
eters. In a cluster composed of 5 plants we distinguish 32 (i.e.
25) strategic situations for every plant and therefore a total of
164 cost functions (i.e. 5 × 25). To improve comparability over
the three situations in Fig. 2 we  use identical internal and exter-
nal probabilities as well as identical potential losses for each of
the four ‘Illustrative examples/Situations’, described and discussed
hereafter.

In Table 2, the plants designated in the rows initiate the domino
effects, while the plants designated in the columns suffer losses
from the initiating plant. For example, the probability that a domino
accident in Plant C causes damage to Plant E is: PC,E = 1.20 × 10−6

per year.

4.1. Illustrative example/Situation (i)

Situation (i) describes an example in which the single company
invest – strategy results in the lowest possible investment cost
for all plants. We  assume thus that every plant directly invests in
domino prevention measures and does not risk a domino effect
because it is in the perception of company prevention management
less expensive to invest than to not invest. Assume the following
investment costs for five chemical plants belonging to the same
industrial area:

Direct investment cost: Plant A: CA = 16,000 D /year
Plant B: CB = 22,000 D /year
Plant C: CC = 48,000 D /year
Plant D: CD = 68,000 D /year
Plant E: CE = 103,000 D /year

In this situation, the corresponding As-Is situation for these
parameters is equal to the strategic situation (I, I, I, I, I). When
the MPC  Data Administration carries out the MCM  simulation
and calculates the various cost functions derived by using game-
theoretical modeling, the corresponding investment costs for every
plant in every strategic situation are calculated. This result is shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 indicates that the To-Be situation in this example is actu-
ally the situation in which all plants do invest in external domino
effects precaution, that is, the As-Is situation. Since the As-Is situ-

ation and the To-Be situation are identical in this situation, there
is no real use for the MCM.  In this example, the prevention man-
agers would individually choose to invest and by doing so already
inadvertently maximize the collaboration benefits.
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Strateg ic sit uations Pla nt A Pla nt B Plant  C Plant  D Plant  E 
Total  

Investme nt 

(I, I, I,  I, I)  16000 .00   22000 .00   48000 .00   68000 .00   1030 00.00  25 7000.00 

(I, I, I, I, NI) 16144.00   22968 .00   48162.00   68484.00   1425 00.00  29 8258.00 

(I, I, I, NI, I) 16768.00   22836 .00   48432.00   79200.00   1046 91.00  27 1927.00 

(I, I, NI, I, I) 16544.00   22473 .00   51300.00   69672.00   1034 75.00  263464.00 

(I,  NI, I, I, I) 16400.00   23100 .00   48729.00   68836.00   1033 04.00  26 0369.00 

(I, I,  I,  NI, NI ) 16912.00   23803 .99 48594. 00 79683. 65 1441 88.46  31 3182.10

(I, I,  NI, I,  NI) 16688.00   23440 .99   51461.88   70155.99   1429 74.29  30 4721.15 

(I, NI,  I, I,  NI) 16544.00   24067 .59   48891.00   69320.00   1428 03.54  30 1626.13 

(I, I, N I, NI, I ) 17311.99   23308 .99   51731.67   80870.80   1051 65.99  27 8389.45 

(I, NI,  I, NI, I ) 17168.00   23935 .65   49161.00   80035.40   1049 94.99  27 5295.03 

(I, NI, NI, I, I ) 16944.00   23572 .80   52028.45   70507.99   1037 79.00  266832.23 

(I, I, NI, NI , NI)  17455.99   24276 .97 51893. 55 81354. 44 1446 62.74  31 9643.69

(I, NI, I, NI , NI) 17311.99   24903 .23   49322.99   80519.05   1444 92.00  316549.26 

(I, NI, NI , I, NI)  17088.00   24540 .39   52190.32   70991.98   1432 77.83  30 8088.51 

(I, NI, NI , NI, I)  17711.99   24408 .44   52460.11   81706.18   1054 69.98  281756.71 

(I, NI, NI,  NI, NI ) 17855.99   25376 .01   52621.99   82189.82   1449 66.28  32 3010.09 

(NI, NI, NI , NI, NI )  19455 .58   25628 .90   53498 .80   83640 .74   1465 02.93  32 8726.94 

(NI, NI, NI, NI, I) 19311.61   24661 .33 53336. 93 83157. 10 1070 08.94  287475.92

(NI, NI, NI,  I, NI ) 18687.76   24793 .27   53067.14   72443.94   1448 14.51  31 3806.62 

(NI, NI, I,  NI, NI ) 18911.71   25156 .11   50200.48   81969.98   1460 28.66  32 2266.94 

(NI, I, NI,  NI, NI ) 19055.67   24529 .96   52770.37   82805.37   1461 99.40  32 5360.77 

(NI, NI, NI , I, I)  18543.79   23825 .69   52905.27   71959.95   1053 17.99  27 2552.69 

(NI, NI,  I, NI, I)  18767.74   24188 .54   50038.48   81486.34   1065 33.96  28 1015.06 

(NI, I, NI , NI, I)  18911.71   23561 .99   52608.50   82321.73   1067 04.96  284108.88 

(NI, NI, I , I, NI)  18143.88   24320 .48   49768.49   70771.98   1443 40.23  30 7345.06 

(NI, I, NI , I, NI)  18287.85   23693 .99   52338.71   71607.96   1445 10.97  310439.48 

(NI,  I, I,  NI, NI) 18511.80   24056 .98   49471.49   81134.60   1457 25.13  31 8899.99 

(NI, NI, I, I, I ) 17999.91   23352 .89   49606.49   70287.99   1048 43.00  26 6090.28 

(NI, I, NI, I, I ) 18143.88   22726 .00   52176.83   71123.98   1050 13.99  26 9184.68 

(NI, I,  I, NI, I ) 18367.83   23089 .00   49309.49   80650.95   1062 29.97  27 7647.25 

(NI, I,  I, I,  NI) 17743.97   23221 .00   49039.50   69935.99   1440 36.69  30 3977.15 

(NI,  I, I, I,  I) 17600.00   22253 .00   48877.50   69452.00   1045 39.00  262721.50 
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Fig. 2. Investmen

.2. Illustrative example/Situation (ii)

In this situation, it is cheaper for some plants, but not for all,
o invest in prevention measures rather than to risk the costs
nd probabilities related to an internal domino effect. The differ-

nce with the previous example is that full cooperation would
ot have been the outcome of this game in case all plants played
heir individual Nash Equilibrium. This implies that, even though
he all-invest outcome results in the lowest investment costs,

able 2
otential losses and domino accident probabilities (DAP) for the illustrative examples.

DAP (times/year) Plant A Plant B Plant C 

Plant A 1.10 × 10−4 2.50 × 10−6 3.40 × 10−

Plant B 2.30 × 10−6 2.10 × 10−4 4.30 × 10−

Plant C 6.50 × 10−6 5.40 × 10−6 3.80 × 10−

Plant D 6.60 × 10−6 3.80 × 10−6 7.60 × 10−

Plant E 8.10 × 10−6 1.60 × 10−6 2.50 × 10−
s for Situation (i).

it  would not have been the outcome of the game without the
presence of a Multi-Plant Council. This means that the sheer fact
of gathering and assessing all required information enables the
Multi-Plant Council to have all participating plants cooperating
without the use of incentives. Hence, in such a situation no real

financial incentives from the Multi-Plant Council are necessary in
order to establish the (I, I, I, I, I)-situation, but merely information
incentives.  Let us assume the following direct annual investment
costs:

Plant D Plant E Potential losses (D )

6 4.80 × 10−6 0.90 × 10−6 1.60 × 108

6 7.60 × 10−6 8.80 × 10−6 1.10 × 108

4 3.20 × 10−6 1.20 × 10−6 1.35 × 108

6 3.60 × 10−4 2.20 × 10−6 2.20 × 108

6 8.90 × 10−6 7.50 × 10−4 1.90 × 108
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irect investment cost: Plant A: CA = 21,000 D /year
Plant B: CB = 22,000 D /year
Plant C: CC = 53,000 D /year
Plant D: CD = 68,000 D /year
Plant E: CE = 103,000 D /year

Fig. 3 shows the total annual investment costs for every plant
n all possible situations with the cross-plant information available
o the MPC  Data Administration. From these investment costs we
an easily see that Plant A and Plant C will choose not to invest in
revention measures.

lant A: CA = 21,000 D /year > PA,ALA = 17,600 D /year
lant C: CC = 53,000 D /year > PB,BLB = 51,300 D /year

The As-Is situation that would result without the use of the
ulti-Plant Model is therefore the strategic situation (NI,  I, NI,  I, I).

ig. 3 however shows that collaboration benefits are maximized in
he all-invest situation (i.e. the To-Be situation).

It should be noted that for the calculation of collaboration ben-
fits, internal as well as external domino effect costs are taken into
ccount.

After calculating all investment costs, an analysis of the dif-
erence between the As-Is situation and the To-Be situation is
erformed, as shown in Table 3.

The deficits of Plant A and Plant C will be compensated by the
urpluses of Plant B, Plant D and Plant E in a linear manner by the
PC.

otal Surplus (Plant B + Plant D + Plant E) =D 5863.97
otal Deficit (Plant A + Plant C) =D 3679.29
→Difference (Surplus − Deficit) =D 2184.68

 Plant B pays 12,38% (i.e. 726/5863,97) of the deficit of Plant A and Plant C:
Compensation Plant B: D 353.60 (i.e. 12.38% of D 2856.12) to Plant A

D  101.91 (i.e. 12.38% of D 823.17) to Plant C
 Plant D pays 53.27% (i.e. 3123.98/5863.97) of the deficit of Plant A and Plant C:

Compensation Plant D: D 1521.46 (i.e. 53.27% of D 2856.12) to Plant A
D 438.50 (i.e. 53.27% of D 823.17) to Plant C

 Plant E pays 34.35% (i.e. 2013.99/5863.97) of the deficit of Plant A and Plant C:
Compensation Plant E: D 981.08 (i.e. 34.35% of D 2856.12) to Plant A

D 282.76 (i.e. 34.35% of D 823.17) to Plant C.

Next, the remaining surplus of D 2184.68 as a consequence of
he maximization of collaboration benefits is linearly distributed
o all the chemical plants in the cluster. This implies that each
lant’s investment cost is reduced by D 436.94 (i.e. D 2184.68/5).
he annual investment costs of all plants in the To-Be situation can
hen be found in Table 4.

It is important to note that the use of the Multi-plant Collabo-
ation Model in this situation minimizes the total investment costs
or the cluster and therefore maximizes the collaboration benefits
mong the chemical plants. By distributing these benefits, every
hemical plant in the cluster faces a lower (or at least an equal)
nnual investment cost in the To-Be-situation in comparison to the
nvestment cost in the As-Is-situation.

In this example, the investment costs for plants A and C in the To
e situation (17,706.94 D /year and 51,739.89 D /year, respectively)

s still higher than the perceived maximum costs (17,600 D /year
nd 51,300 D /year, respectively). However, as already mentioned,
he perceived costs are merely used to identify in which strategic
ollaboration situation the cluster will find itself, based on percep-
ions by prevention management. In this case the situation would
e (NI, I, NI,  I, I). In that situation, the costs for plants A and C are cal-
ulated to be 18,143.88 D /year and 52,176.83 D /year, respectively,
nd thus higher than the investment costs in the To Be situation.
.3. Illustrative example/Situation (iii)

In this case, it is cheaper for some but not for all plants to invest
n prevention measures rather than risk initiating a domino effect.
aterials 209– 210 (2012) 164– 176 171

In this illustrative simulation, the direct investments cost of Plant B
are significantly increased, resulting in a situation in which the all-
invest strategy no longer minimizes the total investment costs for
the cluster. Let us assume the following direct annual investment
costs:

Direct investment cost: Plant A: CA = 21,000 D /year
Plant B: CB = 30,000 D /year
Plant C: CC = 53,000 D /year
Plant D: CD = 68,000 D /year
Plant E: CE = 103,000 D /year

The total annual investment costs for all plants as well as for the
studied industrial area are given in Fig. 4. This figure indicates that
the strategic situation (I, NI,  I, I, I) minimizes the total investment
costs for the cluster.

From Fig. 4, we can deduce that the As-Is situation would be the
strategic situation (NI,  NI,  NI,  I, I) since it is cheaper for Plant A, Plant
B and Plant C to risk initiating a domino effect rather than to invest
in prevention measures:

Plant A: CA = D 23,000 > PA,ALA = D 17,600
Plant B: CB = D 30,000 > PB,BLB = D 23,100
Plant C: CC = D 53,000 > PC,CLC = D 51,300

The To-Be situation in this example, as Fig. 4 shows, would be
the strategic situation (I, I, NI,  I, I). Table 5 shows the surpluses and
deficits for all plants as a consequence of maximizing collaboration
benefits.

The Multi-Plant Council will first use the surpluses of Plant B,
Plant D and Plant E to compensate the deficits of Plant A and Plant
C. Second, the additional collaboration benefits (i.e. D 2183.69)
are distributed linearly among the chemical plants. The resulting
annual investment costs per plant are given in Table 6.

From Fig. 4 we  can deduce that both Plant A and Plant C will not
be persuaded to invest in prevention measures when facing the
investment costs given in Table 6 since:

Plant A: uA(NI,  NI,  I, I, I) = D 17,999.91 < uA(I, NI,  I, I, I)* = D 18,107.05
Plant C: uC(I, NI,  NI,  I, I) = D 52,028.45 < uC(I, NI,  I, I, I)* = D 52,468.53

Therefore, an additional incentive of D 107.14
(=D 18,107.05 − D 17,999.91) and an additional incentive of
D 440.08 (=D  52,468.53 − D 52,028.45) is necessary to shift Plant A
respectively Plant C from the ‘not-invest’- to the ‘invest’-strategy.
We propose that a Multi-Plant Council can obtain these incentives
by means of collecting them from the other chemical plants in
the cluster. We  assume that these plants are willing to do this
as long as they still benefit in comparison to the As-Is situation.
Table 7 shows the total annual investment cost per plant as
a consequence of fairly distributing collaboration benefits and
additional incentives for Plant A and Plant C.

From Table 7 and Fig. 4 we  can now deduce that every plant
benefits as a consequence of the Multi-plant Collaboration Model:

Plant A: uA(I, NI,  I, I, I)** = D 17,999.91 ≤ uA(NI,  NI,  I, I, I) = D 17,999.91
Plant B: uB(I, NI,  I, I, I)** = D 23,571.36 ≤ uB(I, I, I, I, I) = D 30,000
Plant C: uC(I, NI,  I, I, I)** = D 52,028.45 ≤ uC(I, NI,  NI,  I, I) = D 52,028.45
Plant D: uD(I, NI,  I, I, I)** = D 71,705.62 ≤ uD(I, NI,  I, NI,  I) = D 80,035.40
Plant E: uE(I, NI,  I, I, I)** = D 105,063.66 ≤ uE(I, NI,  I, I, NI)  = D 142,803.54

According to the MCM  model, the all-invest situation is not a
feasible (rational) outcome in this situation. This example, how-
ever, demonstrates that a situation of partial cooperation can be
induced, such that it becomes the end outcome. The all-invest sit-
uation would only be possible by means of external incentives

(i.e. taxes or subsidies imposed or granted by authorities or insur-
ance companies). In order to tip Plant B from the ‘not-invest’- to
the ‘invest’-strategy, an external incentive of at least D 6428.64 is
needed.
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Strateg ic situa tion Pla nt A Pla nt B Plant  C Plant  D Plant  E 
Total 

Investmen t 

(I, I, I,  I, I)  21000 .00   22000 .00   53000 .00   68000 .00   1030 00.00   267 000.00  

(I, I, I, I, NI) 21144.00   22968 .00   53162.00   68484.00   1425 00.00   308 258.00  

(I, I, I, NI, I) 21768.00   22836 .00   53432.00   79200.00   1046 91.00   281 927.00  

(I, I, NI, I, I) 21544.00   22473 .00   51300.00   69672.00   1034 75.00   268 464.00  

(I,  NI, I, I, I) 21400.00   23100 .00   53729.00   68836.00   1033 04.00   270 369.00  

(I, I,  I,  NI, NI ) 21912.00   23803 .99   53594.00   79683.65   1441 88.46  323 182.10  

(I, I,  NI, I,  NI) 21688.00   23440 .99   51461.88   70155.99   1429 74.29  309 721.15  

(I, NI,  I, I,  NI) 21544.00   24067 .59   53891.00   69320.00   1428 03.54   311 626.13  

(I, I, N I, NI, I ) 22311.99   23308 .99   51731.67   80870.80   1051 65.99  283 389.45  

(I, NI,  I, NI, I ) 22168.00   23935 .65   54161.00   80035.40   1049 94.99  285 295.03  

(I, NI, NI, I, I ) 21944.00   23572 .80   52028.45   70507.99   1037 79.00   271 832.23  

(I, I, NI, NI , NI)  22455.99   24276 .97   51893.55   81354.44   1446 62.74   324 643.69  

(I, NI, I, NI , NI) 22311.99   24903 .23   54322.99   80519.05   1444 92.00   326 549.26  

(I, NI, NI , I, NI)  22088.00   24540 .39   52190.32   70991.98   1432 77.83   313 088.51  

(I, NI, NI , NI, I)  22711.99   24408 .44   52460.11   81706.18   1054 69.98   286 756.71  

(I, NI, NI,  NI, NI ) 22855.99   25376 .01   52621.99   82189.82   1449 66.28   328 010.09  

(NI, NI, NI , NI, NI )  19455 .58   25628 .90   53498 .80   83640 .74   1465 02.93   328 726.94  

(NI, NI, NI, NI, I) 19311.61   24661 .33 53336. 93 83157. 10 1070 08.94   287 475.9 2

(NI, NI, NI,  I, NI ) 18687.76   24793 .27   53067.14   72443.94   1448 14.51  313 806.62  

(NI, NI, I,  NI, NI ) 18911.71   25156 .11   55200.48   81969.98   1460 28.66   327 266.94  

(NI, I, NI,  NI, NI ) 19055.67   24529 .96   52770.37   82805.37   1461 99.40  325 360.77  

(NI, NI, NI , I, I)  18543.79   23825 .69   52905.27   71959.95   1053 17.99   272 552.69  

(NI, NI,  I, NI, I)  18767.74   24188 .54   55038.48   81486.34   1065 33.96  286 015.06  

(NI, I, NI , NI, I)  18911.71   23561 .99   52608.50   82321.73   1067 04.96   284 108.88  

(NI, NI, I , I, NI)  18143.88   24320 .48   54768.49   70771.98   1443 40.23   312 345.06  

(NI, I, NI , I, NI)  18287.85   23693 .99   52338.71   71607.96   1445 10.97   310 439.48  

(NI,  I, I,  NI, NI) 18511.80   24056 .98   54471.49   81134.60   1457 25.13   323 899.99  

(NI, NI, I, I, I ) 17999.91   23352 .89   54606.49   70287.99   1048 43.00   271 090.28  

(NI, I, NI, I, I ) 18143.88   22726 .00   52176.83   71123.98   1050 13.99  269 184.68  

(NI, I,  I, NI, I ) 18367.83   23089 .00   54309.49   80650.95   1062 29.97   282 647.25  

(NI, I,  I, I,  NI) 17743.97   23221 .00   54039.50   69935.99   1440 36.69   308 977.15  

(NI,  I, I, I,  I) 17600.00   22253 .00   53877.50   69452.00   1045 39.00   267 721.50  

Fig. 3. Investment costs for Situation (ii).

Table  3
Surplus (+) and Deficit (−) per plant in Situation (ii).

Strategic situation Plant A Plant B Plant C Plant D Plant E Total investment

(NI,  I, NI,  I, I) 18,143.88 22,726.00 52,176.83 71,123.98 105,013.99 269,184.68
(I,  I, I, I, I) 21,000.00 22,000.00 53,000.00 68,000.00 103,000.00 267,000.00
Surplus/Deficit: −2856.12 +726.00 −823.17 +3123.98 +2013.99 +2184.68

Table 4
Total annual investment costs per plant in Situation (ii).

Strategic situation Plant A Plant B Plant C Plant D Plant E Total investment

(I, I, I, I, I)* 17,706.94 22,289.06 51,739.89 70,687.04 104,577.05 267,000.00

Table 5
Surplus (+) and Deficit (−) per plant in Situation (iii).

Strategic situation Plant A Plant B Plant C Plant D Plant E Total investment

(NI,  NI,  NI,  I, I) 18,543.79 23,825.69 52,905.27 71,959.95 105,317.99 272,552.69
(I,  NI,  I, I, I) 21,400.00 23,100.00 53,729.00 68,836.00 103,304.00 270,369.00
Surplus/Deficit −2856.21  +725.69 −823.73 +3123.95 +2013.99 +2183.69
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Strategi c Situatio ns Plant  A Plant  B Pla nt C Pla nt D Pla nt E 
Total 

Investment  

(I, I, I,  I, I) 21000 .00   30000 .00   53000 .00 68 000 .00   103 000.00   275 000.00  

(I, I, I, I, NI) 21144 .00   30968 .00   53162 .00 68 484 .00   142 500.00   316 258.00  

(I, I, I, NI, I) 21768 .00   30836 .00   53432 .00 79 200 .00   104 691.00   289 927.00  

(I, I, NI, I, I) 21544 .00   30473 .00   51300 .00 69 672 .00   103 475.00   276 464.00  

(I,  NI, I, I, I) 21400 .00   23100 .00   53729 .00 68 836 .00   103 304.00  270 369.00  

(I, I,  I,  NI, NI ) 21912 .00   31803 .99   53594 .00 79 683 .65   144 188.46   331 182.10  

(I, I,  NI, I,  NI) 21688 .00   31440 .99   51461 .88 70 155 .99   142 974.29   317 721.15  

(I, NI,  I, I,  NI) 21544 .00   24067 .59   53891 .00 69 320 .00   142 803.54   311 626.13  

(I, I, N I, NI, I ) 22311.99   31308. 99 51731 .67 80 870 .80 105 165.99   291 389.4 5

(I, NI,  I, NI, I ) 22168 .00   23935 .65   54161 .00 80 035 .40   104 994.99  285 295.03  

(I, NI, NI, I, I ) 21944 .00   23572 .80   52028 .45 70 507 .99   103 779.00   271 832.23  

(I, I, NI, NI , NI)  22455 .99   32276 .97   51893 .55 81 354 .44   144 662.74   332 643.69  

(I, NI, I, NI , NI) 22311 .99   24903 .23   54322 .99 80 519 .05   144 492.00   326 549.26  

(I, NI, NI , I, NI)  22088 .00   24540 .39   52190 .32 70 991 .98   143 277.83  313 088.51  

(I, NI, NI , NI, I)  22711.99   24408. 44 52460 .11 81 706 .18 105 469.98   286 756.7 1

(I, NI, NI,  NI, NI ) 22855 .99   25376 .01   52621 .99 82 189 .82   144 966.28   328 010.09  

(NI, NI, NI , NI, NI ) 19455 .58   25628 .90   53498 .80 83 640 .74   146 502.93   328 726.94  

(NI, NI, NI, NI, I) 19311 .61   24661 .33   53336 .93 83 157 .10   107 008.94   287 475.92  

(NI, NI, NI,  I, NI ) 18687 .76   24793 .27   53067 .14 72 443 .94   144 814.51   313 806.62  

(NI, NI, I,  NI, NI ) 18911 .71   25156 .11   55200 .48 81 969 .98   146 028.66   327 266.94  

(NI, I, NI,  NI, NI ) 19055 .67   32529 .96   52770 .37 82 805 .37   146 199.40  333 360.77  

(NI, NI, NI , I, I)  18543 .79   23825 .69   52905 .27 71 959 .95   105 317.99   272 552.69  

(NI, NI,  I, NI, I)  18767 .74   24188 .54   55038 .48 81 486 .34   106 533.96  286 015.06  

(NI, I, NI , NI, I)  18911 .71   31561 .99   52608 .50 82 321 .73   106 704.96   292 108.88  

(NI, NI, I , I, NI)  18143 .88   24320 .48   54768 .49 70 771 .98   144 340.23  312 345.06  

(NI, I, NI , I, NI)  18287 .85   31693 .99   52338 .71 71 607 .96   144 510.97   318 439.48  

(NI,  I, I,  NI, NI) 18511 .80   32056 .98   54471 .49 81 134 .60   145 725.13   331 899.99  

(NI, NI, I, I, I ) 17999 .91   23352 .89   54606 .49 70 287 .99   104 843.00  271 090.28  

(NI, I, NI, I, I ) 18143 .88   30726 .00   52176 .83 71 123 .98   105 013.99   277 184.68  

(NI, I,  I, NI, I ) 18367 .83   31089 .00   54309 .49 80 650 .95   106 229.97   290 647.25  

(NI, I,  I, I,  NI) 17743 .97   31221 .00   54039 .50 69 935 .99   144 036.69   316 977.15  

(NI,  I, I, I,  I) 17600 .00   30253 .00   53877 .50 69 452 .00   104 539.00   275 721.50  

Fig. 4. Investment costs for Situation (iii).

Table  6
Investment costs per plant in strategic situation (I, NI,  I, I, I)*.

Strategic situation Plant A Plant B Plant C Plant D Plant E Total investment

(I, NI,  I, I, I)* 18,107.05 23,388.95 52,468.53 71,523.21 104,881.25 270,369.00

Table 7
Investment costs per plant in the To-Be situation.

Strategic situation Plant A Plant B Plant C Plant D Plant E Total investment

,028.4

S

T

(I, NI,  I, I, I)** 17,999.91 23,571.36 52
ubsidy or incurance fee reduction: Plant B: SB ≥ (CB − PB,BLB)
SB ≥ D 6428.64
(=(D 30,000 − D 23,571.36))

ax or insurance fee increase: Plant B: CB ≤ (TB + PB,BLB)
D 30,000 ≤ (TB + D 23,571.36)
5 71,705.62 105,063.66 270,369.00
4.4. Illustrative example/Situation (iv)

In this example, it is individually cheaper for all plants not
to invest in domino effect prevention measures. We  assume the
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Strat egic Situat ion Plant  A Pla nt B Plant  C Plant  D Plant  E 
Total  

Investme nt 

(I, I, I,  I, I) 20000 .00   25000 .00   53000 .00   81000 .00   1440 00.00  323 000.00 

(I, I, I, I, NI)  20144.00   25968 .00   53162.00   81484.00   1425 00.00   323 258.00 

(I, I, I, NI, I)  20768.00   25836 .00   53432.00   79200.00   1456 91.00  324 927.00 

(I, I, NI, I, I)  20544.00   25473 .00   51300.00   82672.00   1444 75.00   324 464.00 

(I,  NI, I, I,  I) 20400.00   23100 .00   53729.00   81836.00   1443 04.00   323 369.00 

(I, I,  I,  NI, NI ) 20912.00   26803 .99   53594.00   79683.65   1441 88.46   325 182.10 

(I, I,  NI, I, NI ) 20688.00   26440 .99   51461.88   83155.99   1429 74.29   324 721.15 

(I, NI, I, I,  NI) 20544.00   24067 .59 53891. 00 82320. 00 1428 03.54  323 626.13

(I, I, N I, NI, I ) 21311.99   26308 .99   51731.67   80870.80   1461 65.99   326 389.45 

(I, NI, I, NI, I ) 21168.00   23935 .65   54161.00   80035.40   1459 94.99   325 295.03 

(I, NI, NI, I, I ) 20944.00   23572 .80   52028.45   83507.99   1447 79.00   324 832.23 

(I, I, NI, NI, NI) 21455.99   27276 .97   51893.55   81354.44   1446 62.74   326 643.69 

(I, NI, I,  NI, NI) 21311.99   24903 .23   54322.99   80519.05   1444 92.00  325 549.26 

(I, NI, NI , I,  NI) 21088.00   24540 .39   52190.32   83991.98   1432 77.83   325 088.51 

(I, NI, NI , NI, I) 21711.99   24408 .44   52460.11   81706.18   1464 69.98   326 756.71 

(I, NI, NI,  NI, NI ) 21855.99   25376 .01   52621.99   82189.82   1449 66.28   327 010.09 

(NI, NI, NI , NI, NI ) 19455 .58   25628 .90   53498 .80   83640 .74   1465 02.93   328 726.94 

(NI, NI, NI,  NI, I) 19311.61   24661 .33   53336.93   83157.10   1480 08.94   328 475.92 

(NI, NI, NI,  I, NI ) 18687.76   24793 .27   53067.14   85443.94   1448 14.51   326 806.62 

(NI, NI, I, N I, NI ) 18911.71   25156 .11   55200.48   81969.98   1460 28.66   327 266.94 

(NI, I, NI,  NI, NI ) 19055.67   27529 .96 52770. 37 82805. 37 1461 99.40   328 360.77

(NI, NI, NI , I,  I) 18543.79   23825 .69   52905.27   84959.95   1463 17.99   326 552.69 

(NI, NI, I, NI, I) 18767.74   24188 .54   55038.48   81486.34   1475 33.96   327 015.06 

(NI, I, NI , NI, I) 18911.71   26561 .99   52608.50   82321.73   1477 04.96   328 108.88 

(NI, NI, I, I,  NI) 18143.88   24320 .48   54768.49   83771.98   1443 40.23   325 345.06 

(NI,  I,  NI, I,  NI) 18287.85   26693 .99   52338.71   84607.96   1445 10.97   326 439.48 

(NI,  I, I,  NI,  NI) 18511.80   27056 .98 54471. 49 81134. 60 1457 25.13  326 899.99

(NI, NI, I, I, I ) 17999.91   23352 .89   54606.49   83287.99   1458 43.00   325 090.28 

(NI, I, NI, I, I ) 18143.88   25726 .00   52176.83   84123.98   1460 13.99   326 184.68 

(NI, I, I, NI, I ) 18367.83   26089 .00   54309.49   80650.95   1472 29.97  326 647.25 

(NI, I, I, I,  NI) 17743.97   26221 .00   54039.50   82935.99   1440 36.69   324 977.15 

(NI, I, I, I, I)  17600.00   25253 .00   53877.50   82452.00   1455 39.00   324 721.50 
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Fig. 5. Investment cos

ollowing investment costs and compare them to the implicit
mpact costs.

lant A: CA = 20,000 D /year > PA,ALA = 17,600 D /year
lant B: CB = 25,000 D /year > PB,BLB = 23,100 D /year
lant C: CC = 53,000 D /year > PC,CLC = 51,300 D /year
lant D: CD = 81,000 D /year > PD,DLD = 79,200 D /year
lant E: CE = 144,000 D /year > PE,ELE = 142,500 D /year

As a consequence, we know that the resulting As-Is situation
s equal to a situation in which no plant cooperates (i.e. strategic
ituation (NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)). From Fig. 5, we can conclude that the
nvestment cost on a cluster level is minimized in the all-invest
ituation (i.e. the To-Be situation).

After compensating all losing plants with the surpluses of all
inning plants in the To-Be situation and after distributing all
dditional collaboration benefits, we find the investment costs as
isplayed in Table 8.

Consequently, let us assess whether all plants are persuaded to
nvest in prevention measures.
plant in Situation (iv).

Plant A: uA(NI, NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)* =D 18,310.19 < uA(I, NI,  NI,  NI,
NI)  = D 21,855.99

Plant B: uB(NI, NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)*  =D 24,483.51 < uB(NI,  I, NI,  NI,
NI)  = D 27,529.96

Plant C: uC(NI, NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)* =D 52,353.41 < uC(NI, NI,  I, NI,
NI)  = D 55,200.48

Plant D: uD(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)*  =D 82,495.35 < uD(NI,  NI,  NI,  I,
NI) = D 85,443.94

Plant E: uE(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)* =D 145,357.54 < uE(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,
I)  = D 148,008.94

Hence, none of the plants is persuaded to invest in prevention
measures after distributing the collaboration benefits. It is essential
to note that in this situation, it is impossible by the Multi-plant Col-
laboration Model to persuade all chemical plants without the use
of external incentives. In order to calculate the amount of external
incentives necessary to tip all chemical plants, we  need to com-

pare the investment costs in the As-Is situation (i.e. without the
realization of collaboration benefits since they do not occur in this
example) with the investment costs necessary to tip each plant
individually.
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Table  8
Investment costs per plant in strategic situation (NI, NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)*.

Strategic situation Plant A Plant B Plant C Plant D Plant E Total investment

(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)*  18,310.19 24,483.51 52,353.41 82,495.35 145,357.54 323,000.00
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Fig. 6. Approach for the M

lant A: uA(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)  =D 19,455.58 < uA(I, NI,  NI,  NI,
NI)  = D 21,855.99

lant B: uB(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)  =D 25,628.90 < uB(NI, I, NI, NI,
NI) = D 27,529.96

lant C: uC(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI) =D 53,498.80 < uC(NI,  NI,  I, NI,
NI)  = D 55,200.48

lant D: uD(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)  =D 83,640.74 < uD(NI,  NI,  NI,  I,
NI) = D 85,443.94

lant E: uE(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)  =D 146,502.93 < uE(NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,
I)  = D 148,008.94

The external incentive necessary to tip every plant individually
hen is:

lant A: SA = TA = (D 21,855.99 − D 19,455.58) =D 2400.41
lant B: SB = TB = (D 27,529.96 − D 25,628.90) =D 1901.06
lant C: SC = TC = (D 55,200.48 − D 53,498.80) =D 1701.68
lant D: SD = TD = (D 85,443.94 − D 83,640.74) =D 1803.20
lant E: SE = TE = (D 148,008.94 − D 146,502.93) =D 1506.01
otal amount of external subsidies: =D 9312.36

In this situation, the all-invest situation is not a feasible out-
ome since we cannot guarantee that the chemical plants obtain
hese external incentives. The outcome according to the MCM  is
herefore a situation in which none of the plants decides to invest
n prevention measures (i.e. strategic situation (NI,  NI,  NI,  NI,  NI)).

. Discussion

The primary goal of the Multi-plant Collaboration Model is to
timulate cooperation among a cluster of chemical plants in order
o reduce the likelihood and the consequences of a domino effect
ccurring within the industrial area. A supra-plant body, called the
ulti-Plant Council, stimulates cooperation through realizing col-

aboration benefits. Since a Multi-Plant Council does not exist in
urrent industrial practice, we assume that such a body, would it be
reated, would not have any budget at its disposal (at least at first
nstance). The illustrative examples of the previous section show
ow, by means of the proposed Multi-plant Collaboration Model,
ollaboration with regard to domino effect prevention can be stim-
lated among chemical plants. However, as Fig. 6 shows, the MCM
as only limited power to stimulate collaboration on the one hand

nd realize collaboration benefits on the other hand. The MPC  Data
dministration’s starting point for realizing collaboration benefits

s the difference in investment costs between the As-Is situation
i.e. the strategic situation that would result without the use of the
(is rational outco me)

lant Collaboration Model.

MCM)  and the To-Be situation for all plants. The investment costs in
the As-Is situation result from the fact whether prevention manage-
ment perceives it less costly to invest in domino effect prevention
rather than risking the costs and probabilities of an internal domino
effect. Since prevention management cannot influence the strategy
choices of the other prevention managers, they can only base their
decision whether or not to invest on the difference in cost between
investing (with a resulting investment cost Ci) and not investing
(with a resulting implicit cost PiLi).

In Situation (i) it is less costly for every plant to invest in domino
effect prevention rather than risking an internal domino effect.
Therefore, the outcome of the MCM  (i.e. the strategic situation that
maximizes the collaboration benefits) is a situation of full cooper-
ation. It is, however, important to note that this situation would
also have been the outcome without the use of MCM.  In a chemical
cluster, it is not guaranteed that Ci ≤ PiLi.

Situation (ii), in turn, shows that by means of the MCM  full coop-
eration is possible even though it is not for every plant in the cluster
less costly to invest in domino effect prevention. However, Situa-
tion (iii) shows that it is possible that full cooperation not always
maximizes the collaboration benefits of the chemical cluster in a
situation where it is not for all plants less costly to invest in domino
effect prevention. Situation (iv) shows that without the use of exter-
nal incentives the MCM  cannot always stimulate cooperation. If it
is for every plant more expensive to invest in domino effect pre-
vention than not invest, a situation of no cooperation is the only
possible outcome in the MCM.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a Multi-plant Collaboration Model is elaborated
for stimulating cooperation across possibly competing chemical
plants in an industrial area. It should be stressed that some
important simplifying assumptions were made in the model.
First, decision-makers are assumed to be risk-neutral. Second,
domino effects, if they occur, are assumed to have disastrous
consequences, destroying entire plants. Third, prevention mea-
sures against domino effects are assumed to be fully effective

and completely protect against such accidents. Obviously, these
assumptions give an indication about possible future research to be
carried out to lower the model’s limitations. Since we  also assume
that company prevention management has limited knowledge
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ight not always lead to an all-invest situation. External incentives

uch as subsidies or taxes granted or imposed by external parties
uch as authorities or insurance companies may  indeed be needed
o shift plants from not investing towards investing.
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